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TO REGULATE OR NOT TO REGULATE: THE NEED FOR 
COMPLIANCE WITH INTERNATIONAL NORMS BY 

GUATEMALA AND COOPERATION BY THE UNITED STATES IN 
ORDER TO MAINTAIN INTERCOUNTRY ADOPTIONS

 

Laura Beth Daly*

 

The United States will be entering into force the Hague Convention on Protection of Children and Cooperation
in Respect of Intercountry Adoption by the end of 2007. At this time, all intercountry adoptions that occur
between the United States and one of the 70 other countries that also have entered the Hague Convention into
force must be done according to Hague protocol. Guatemala has entered the Convention into force but its adop-
tion practices do not currently align themselves with Convention requirements. The U.S. State Department has
threatened that intercountry adoptions between the United States and Guatemala will come to a complete stop
if Guatemala’s conditions are not reformed. One out of every 100 children born in Guatemala is adopted by an
American family and in the 2006 fiscal year, the United States adopted 4,135 Guatemalan babies. This high
number placed Guatemala as the second country from which the United States adopted the most children in 2006
second only to China. A structured compromise must be established between the United States and Guatemala
in order to ensure the continued provision of homes to Guatemala babies in America while Guatemala reforms
its malignant adoption practices.
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I. INTRODUCTION

 

Imagine being 12 years old, pregnant, unmarried, and living in impoverished conditions
in the isolated countryside of Guatemala. Your only desire is to be able to provide a loving,
healthy, and safe environment in which your child can grow up, but given your age and lack
of resources, you turn instead to others in your community who might be able to help you
provide such a home for your child. You are unsure of these people’s motives and creden-
tials, especially because they pay you money for your baby and insist that your dealings
remain secret. You have heard rumors that a market exists overseas for babies as organ
donors, but you have also heard that the jaladoras (“baby brokers”) can place your child on
the path to being adopted by an American family.

 

1

 

 You are being forced to sell your new-
born baby because you have no other viable options. You do not even know if your baby
will be placed with a family abroad or if he or she will be handed over to a crowded Gua-
temalan orphanage.

 

2

 

 You may not be aware of it, but the infant mortality rate for your coun-
try in 2002 was at 36 deaths per 1,000 births, which was among the highest in the Western
Hemisphere.

 

3

 

 Of those children who do survive birth in Guatemala, roughly 50% of them
are chronically malnourished.

 

4

 

 Regardless, you realize your baby will have a better chance
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at a healthy life with an American family than with you. You take the money from the baby
brokers and relinquish your child with the hope that somewhere down the line he or she will
be adopted by deserving parents in the United States.

Unfortunately, Guatemalan mothers who find themselves in situations like this have sub-
stantial cause for concern because their children may well be barred from being adopted by
American families. Due to the enforcement issues regarding an international convention and
domestic legislation within both the United States and Guatemala, the U.S. Department of
State has warned American citizens that intercountry adoptions between the United States
and Guatemala may come to an absolute halt in 2007 if Guatemala does not reform its adop-
tion practices.

 

5

 

 This would have disastrous effects on the lives of children in Guatemala and
the thousands of prospective American parents who seek to adopt children from Guatemala
every year. Presently, 1 child in every 100 born in Guatemala is adopted by an American
family.

 

6

 

 From 1995 to 2005, there were 18,298 Guatemalan babies adopted by American
couples.

 

7

 

 These are significant numbers in the intercountry adoption context. Guatemala
was ranked in 2006 as the second country, behind China but before Russia, from which the
United States adopted the most children.

 

8

 

 The critical need Guatemalan children have for
available and secure homes cannot be ignored because the United States wants to discon-
tinue adoptions for political and legislative-based reasons.

This Note will advocate that the United States set up a structured framework to assist
Guatemala in its attempt to implement the Hague Convention on Protection of Children and
Cooperation in Respect of Intercountry Adoption (“Hague Convention” or “Convention”)
and continue intercountry adoptions even if Guatemala has not fully implemented the Hague
Convention by the time the United States enters it into force in mid 2007.

 

9

 

 This should be a
temporary plan in which Guatemala will pass Convention-implementing legislation and
reform their adoption practices, with the U.S. State Department and adoption advocates in
Guatemala and the United States as oversight bodies. The United States has the ability to
effectuate this goal through provisions in its Intercountry Adoption Act (“IAA”)

 

10

 

 and the
Hague Convention itself.

 

11

 

This Note is not proposing a permanent exception in U.S. legislation to enforcement of
the Hague Convention with Guatemala. Conducting intercountry adoptions between the
United States and Guatemala according to the Convention is the ultimate long-term goal.
However, for the immediate future, it would be highly advantageous to delay enforcement
of various provisions of the Hague Convention for the benefit of Guatemalan children in
need of homes and prospective adoptive parents in the United States. Specifically, the
United States should not ban adoptions with Guatemala once it enters the Convention into
force in mid-2007 even if Guatemala has not fully implemented the Convention. This pro-
posal will be contingent upon Guatemala’s efforts to align its adoption practices with the
Convention in a timely and appropriate manner.

Section II of this Note will discuss the history of the Hague Convention, the duties of
the receiving and sending countries party to the Convention, and the status of its imple-
mentation in the United States and Guatemala. Section III will describe the existing
intercountry adoption practices in Guatemala, the U.S. State Department’s response to
Guatemala’s situation, and the response of other Hague Convention countries to Guatemala’s
adoption crisis. Section IV will propose a solution to this dilemma in the form of a com-
promise between the United States and Guatemala in order to ensure the continuation of
intercountry adoptions and textual sources of authority for this solution from the IAA and
the Hague Convention.

 

12

 

 Section IV will also discuss past situations where other countries,
such as Romania and Cambodia, have experienced barring of its adoption borders to other
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countries and the disastrous effects this had on those countries’ children who were available
for intercountry adoption.

 

II. SUMMARY OF INTERCOUNTRY ADOPTION

 

A. THE HAGUE CONVENTION

 

The Hague Convention is the most significant international agreement regarding the
regulation of intercountry adoptions.

 

13

 

 The preamble to the Convention states that children
should be raised in a loving family environment and that every nation should make it a pri-
ority to place adoptable children with families in their country of origin.

 

14

 

 The preamble
concludes by advocating for intercountry adoption if a suitable family within the child’s
country of origin is not available.

 

15

 

 There are over 50 countries that are party members to
the Convention, including the United States, China, Mexico, and almost all of Western
Europe.

 

16

 

 There are also roughly 20 countries that later acceded to the Convention but were
not members at the time the Convention was conceived, including Guatemala.

 

17

 

 The objec-
tives of the Convention include the prevention of abduction and trafficking of children in
connection with intercountry adoption and securing the recognition by member countries
of adoptions completed according to the Convention’s protocols.

 

18

 

 The future of intercountry
adoptions necessarily includes the Hague Convention because such a significant number of
countries have agreed to it being the regulatory framework under which they will work.

 

19

 

The Hague Convention consists of 48 articles that specifically direct Convention coun-
tries on the ways in which they should conduct intercountry adoptions.

 

20

 

 In general, the
Convention calls for each member country to designate a Central Authority which then
selects authorized bodies to oversee accredited agencies which provide intercountry adop-
tion services.

 

21

 

 The Hague Convention also lists the duties that the “sending” and “receiv-
ing” countries of intercountry adoptees must have their accredited agencies complete in
order for an adoption between two member countries to be finalized.

 

22

 

 The duties of a coun-
try sending a resident child to be adopted outside of its borders include establishing that
the child is adoptable, that intercountry adoption is within the child’s best interests, that no
family exists within the country to adopt the child, and that the proper consents have been
given by the birth mother which were not induced by any kind of compensation.

 

23

 

 The
duties of a country receiving a child from another member country for adoption include
ensuring that the prospective parents are eligible to adopt a child and determining that the
child will be approved to enter and reside permanently in the receiving country.

 

24

 

 These
requirements of sending and receiving countries are to be completed by accredited agencies
which are the primary Adoption Service Providers (“ASPs”) within Convention countries.

 

25

 

ASPs are overseen by authorized bodies called the accrediting entities, which are appointed
by every member country’s Central Authority.

 

26

 

 Most importantly, according to Article
23(1) of the Hague Convention, intercountry adoptions completed according to its condi-
tions will be recognized by operation of law in all member countries that have entered the
Convention into force and implemented it through domestic legislation.

 

27

 

B. U.S. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE HAGUE CONVENTION

 

The United States signed the Hague Convention on March 31, 1994 and will enter it into
force in mid 2007 once the preparations and duties entailed in its implementing legislation
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are complete.

 

28

 

 Entering the Convention into force will officially make the United States a
“Hague Country.”

 

29

 

 The Convention was accepted domestically through the IAA of 2000

 

30

 

,
and, at the same time, the Senate gave its advice and consent for the ratification of the Con-
vention as a treaty once preparations for its implementation were final.

 

31

 

 Those necessary
preparations were codified in the U.S. State Department’s Final Rule issued on February 15,
2006, effective as of March 17, 2006.

 

32

 

 The Final Rule is the last legislative step the United
States needed to take to implement the Convention as it sets the standards and requirements
that accrediting entities will use in authorizing ASPs to complete intercountry adoptions
with other Convention countries.

 

33

 

 The Final Rule also establishes a framework for the U.S.
State Department’s oversight of accrediting entities as the designated Central Authority for
the United States.

 

34

 

 The IAA and the Hague Convention both generally require that agencies
and persons be accredited or approved to provide adoption services when both the sending
and receiving countries are parties to the Convention.

 

35

 

 The State Department has projected
mid 2007 as the time when accrediting entities will finish their task of accrediting ASPs.

 

36

 

Once this is completed, the ratification instrument can be deposited with the Hague and the
Convention will enter into force in the United States 3 months later.

 

37

 

It is important to note that it will have taken 13 years for the United States to implement the
Convention from the time of signing in 1994 to ratification and entering it into force in
2007.

 

38

 

 As of January 2006, the United States was the only major receiver of children through
intercountry adoption that had not implemented the Hague Convention.

 

39

 

 This extended
delay was due to conflicts between the State Department and the adoption community
about how to best implement the Convention’s and the IAA’s regulations.

 

40

 

 The Final Rule
addressed these comments and why the U.S. State Department chose to ignore some and
employ others.

 

41

 

C. GUATEMALAN IMPLEMENTATION OF THE HAGUE CONVENTION

 

Unlike the United States, Guatemala has not passed implementing legislation for the
Hague Convention.

 

42

 

 Guatemala’s existing adoption system does not assign Convention
functions regarding intercountry adoption in a manner that is consistent with the Conven-
tion.

 

43

 

 Shortly after Guatemala acceded to the Convention in November 2002, and entered
the Convention into force in March 2003,

 

44

 

 the country’s Constitutional Court declared its
accession unconstitutional at the urging of adoption advocates in Guatemala who feared
that implementation of the Convention would significantly delay, and possibly eliminate,
intercountry adoptions altogether.

 

45

 

 Guatemala established a Central and Competent Auth-
ority as is required by the Convention to oversee the accrediting entities and accredited ASPs,
respectively.

 

46

 

 However, the Guatemalan Authorities, which are incorporated under the same
entity, have not approved Guatemalan ASPs to perform intercountry adoptions under the
Hague Convention.

 

47

 

The First Lady of Guatemala supports the Hague Convention and continues to promote
implementing legislation within the Guatemalan government.

 

48

 

 The Constitutional Court
ruled in 2006 that Guatemala’s accession to the Convention was in fact constitutional, and
that the country must abide by its commitment to the Convention’s regulations.

 

49

 

 Regardless
of this ruling, until the Guatemalan government and the adoption community implement
Hague-consistent intercountry adoption procedures, there is a definite threat that adoptions
will come to a complete stop between the United States and Guatemala.

 

50

 

 The Hague Con-
vention and the IAA require that adoptions between two countries that have entered the
Convention into force comply with Hague protocol.

 

51

 

 If Guatemala does not reach these
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goals by the time the United States enters the Hague Convention into force in mid 2007,
intercountry adoptions between the United States and Guatemala will not be possible with-
out some sort of compromise established between the two countries.

 

III. CURRENT STATUS OF INTERCOUNTRY ADOPTION BETWEEN 
THE UNITED STATES AND GUATEMALA

 

A. EXISTING INTERCOUNTRY ADOPTION PRACTICES IN GUATEMALA

 

In the 2006 fiscal year, U.S. citizens adopted 4,135 children from Guatemala.

 

52

 

 This
places Guatemala as the country from which the United States adopted the second most
children that year, following China, which had 6,493 children adopted, and followed by Russia,
which had 3,706 children adopted.

 

53

 

 China and Russia are substantially larger countries
than Guatemala, with populations of over a billion and 142 million, respectively, as of
2006.

 

54

 

 Guatemala’s current population is only 12 million.

 

55

 

 Unfortunately, the high number
of adoptions between the United States and Guatemala exists because of a critical and grave
reason: there is no regulation of intercountry adoptions by the Guatemalan government.

 

56

 

In most cases, when a Guatemalan mother is unable to raise her child, she will relinquish
the baby to baby brokers who roam the Guatemalan countryside searching for pregnant
women and girls.

 

57

 

 The baby brokers pay the birth mothers anywhere from $200 to $2,000
for their babies and then place the child within Guatemala’s privately run adoption system.

 

58

 

The baby brokers tell the mother that the money she is being paid is for medical expenses,
but in reality it is hush money meant to silence her about the way in which she gave up her
child.

 

59

 

 This privately run system of adoption is managed by a network of 500 lawyers,
notarios,

 

60

 

 baby brokers, pediatricians, and “foster mothers” who take care of the children
while they wait to be adopted by, most likely, an American family.

 

61

 

 The baby brokers trans-
fer the children to lawyers and notarios who hold the children in adoption homes or with
foster mothers until they can be placed with American couples who travel to Guatemala
specifically to adopt a child.

 

62

 

There is an obvious lack of law and oversight in the Guatemalan adoption system. The lawyers
and notarios who effectuate intercountry adoptions are responsible for all three parties
involved in the adoption process: (1) the child, (2) the biological parents, and (3) the prospective
adopting parents.

 

63

 

 The notarios locate the children to be adopted through the baby brokers,
they effectively terminate the biological parents’ parental rights after money has exchanged
hands, and they then take custody of the children until prospective parents are available.

 

64

 

There are no judges, courts, or bureaucrats involved in the process, and the notarios answer
to no higher authority for any flaws or discrepancies that may occur during an intercountry
adoption.

 

65

 

 The Guatemalan government official who is in charge of finalizing intercountry
adoptions is only permitted to halt those adoptions that are clearly fraudulent, such as those
involving false paperwork.

 

66

 

 Therefore, there is no internal or external check on the system.
There are significant ethical issues regarding the conflicts of interest and multiple representa-
tions on behalf of the notarios.

 

67

 

 Guatemalan infants are sold as a commodity in Guatemala
in its present system and American adoptive parents are oftentimes so excited to receive a child
that they do not question the means through which their child was obtained.

 

68

 

Many adoption attorneys and advocates in Guatemala argue that this system, although
flawed, provides thousands of Guatemalan children a good home in the United States within
a short period of time.

 

69

 

 If left to languish in a Guatemalan orphanage or an unsuitable
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home in the countryside, the children’s chances of survival would be significantly lower.

 

70

 

Susan Luarca Saracho, a prominent adoption attorney in Guatemala, supports the inter-
country adoption system because she believes her work rescues “children from death.”

 

71

 

Ms. Saracho also stated that, in Guatemala, people do not “live,” they “survive” and
children would much rather grow up in a country like the United States, where there are
more protections established by the state and federal governments to ensure children are
brought up in a safe environment.

 

72

 

Many Guatemalan adoption attorneys and advocates oppose the implementation of the
Hague Convention in Guatemalan legislation.

 

73

 

 They fear that, because Guatemala’s adoption
system is so out of line with the Convention, it would take too long of a period to establish
Hague-consistent practices and implementation.

 

74

 

 They argue that, while the government
worked toward passing Convention legislation and the adoption community carried the
laws over into actual practice, children in need of homes would be caught in the crossfire
and forced to wait until implementation was complete to be adopted by American couples.

 

75

 

What the Guatemalan adoption community fails to address is that no matter how long it
takes to implement the Hague Convention, adoptions may still be discontinued with the
United States in 2007 unless an alternative agreement is reached between the two coun-
tries.

 

76

 

 Therefore, a compromise and structured plan between Guatemala and the United
States needs to be established now, before the Convention enters into force in the United
States, in order to ensure the future of adoptions.

 

B. U.S. RESPONSE TO GUATEMALA’S INTERCOUNTRY ADOPTION SITUATION

 

The U.S. State Department regularly issues notices regarding the future of intercountry
adoptions with Guatemala that express their hope that Guatemalan authorities will pass
Hague implementing legislation.

 

77

 

 A notice regarding Guatemalan adoptions issued on March
14, 2007 emphasized how much longer adoption cases will take in Guatemala because of
the increased scrutiny each application will go through and encouraged parents to adopt
elsewhere due to the current volatile situation in the Guatemalan adoption community.

 

78

 

Because Guatemala entered the Hague Convention into force (by submitting its instru-
ment of accession to the Hague Depository and completing the requisite 3-month waiting
period)

 

79

 

 and is a party to the Convention, the United States regards Guatemala as a Hague
Country.

 

80

 

 As a result, once the United States enters the Convention into force sometime in
mid 2007, Guatemala must have implemented the Convention and be practicing Hague-
consistent adoption procedures in order for adoptions to continue with the United States as
is generally required by the IAA and the Hague Convention.

 

81

 

Even before the Guatemalan Constitutional Court recently overruled its earlier decision
that Guatemala’s accession to the Convention was unconstitutional, the United States con-
sidered Guatemala a Hague Country bound by the Convention’s principles.

 

82

 

 The U.S. State
Department reached that conclusion through the Vienna Convention on the Law of  Treaties,
which states that a country may not use the fact that a treaty has been entered into in viola-
tion of its internal law as an excuse to not be bound by that treaty.

 

83

 

 Only if that violation
of internal law is manifest and concerns a rule of fundamental importance to that country
can the country not be bound by the treaty.

 

84

 

 The State Department argued that Guatemala
could not claim that its accession was a “manifest” violation of its Constitution because a
violation is only manifest if it is “objectively evident” in accordance with normal practice
and good faith.

 

85

 

 In other words, the international community would have had no way of
knowing that Guatemala’s accession to the Convention was potentially in violation of
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its Constitution and, accordingly, Guatemala would still be bound by its commitment under
international law.

 

86

 

 Understandably, it is not so outlandish to think that Guatemala would
want to regulate its adoption procedures and conform to international norms, especially
because they participate in such a substantial number of intercountry adoptions every year.

Regardless of the Guatemalan Constitutional Court’s decisions, the United States
considers Guatemala a Hague country because it deposited its instrument of accession to
the Hague Depositary.

 

87

 

 While the U.S. implementing legislation and ratification of the
Hague Convention as a treaty was conditioned upon its finality and ability to practice the
implementing procedures, Guatemala created no such condition and they have entered the
Convention into force without implementing legislation.

 

88

 

 The U.S. government and State
Department offer no solution to the potential halt of intercountry adoptions with Guatemala,
other than expressing hope that Guatemala reforms on time.

 

89

 

 They are taking no active
measures to prevent the likely possibility that thousands of Guatemalan children will be
barred from American adoptive homes solely because of political and legislative reasons.

The U.S. government’s desire to ensure that adoptions occur according to Hague prin-
ciples is valid and legitimate.

 

90

 

 The baby selling and lack of judicial oversight that exists in
Guatemala’s adoption community is reprehensible.

 

91

 

 The U.S. State Department is operat-
ing under the assumption that terminating intercountry adoptions will force Guatemala to
implement the Hague Convention’s requirements. However, the best interests of Guatema-
lan children must be placed at the forefront of the United States’ concern, and terminating
adoptions is not in their best interests. To enforce laws at the expense of children who
require homes is not justifiable when alternatives exist for accommodating Guatemala’s
specific and rare situation within the international context.

 

C. THE RESPONSE OF OTHER HAGUE COUNTRIES TO GUATEMALA’S 
ADOPTION CRISIS

 

Under Article 44(3) of the Hague Convention, a country that is a party member of the
Convention may object to the later accession by another country to the Convention.

 

92

 

 This
permits member countries to define what nations they will and will not conduct intercountry
adoptions with if they have particular reasons for abstaining from such transactions with
another acceding country.

 

93

 

 Due to Guatemala’s unregulated adoption processes, several
Hague countries have employed this measure to discontinue intercountry adoptions with Guate-
mala since their accession in November 2002.

 

94

 

 These countries include Canada, Germany,
The Netherlands, Spain, and Great Britain—all of which were party members to the Convention
before Guatemala acceded.

 

95

 

 All of these countries have stated that they object to Guatemala’s
accession to the Hague Convention because of Guatemala’s lack of implementing legisla-
tion and Hague-consistent adoption practices. For example, Canada declared the following:

 

In raising this objection, the Government of Canada wishes to allow the Government of
Guatemala sufficient time to incorporate the standards and requirements of the Convention into
its adoption procedures. Once these measures are in place, the Government of Canada will
review its objection with a view to having it withdrawn.

 

96

 

Similarly, The Netherlands recommended “suspending acceptance of Guatemala’s
accession until it has been established beyond doubt that the Convention’s conditions can be
fulfilled” in Guatemala.

 

97

 

 The main concern of these countries is that adoptions in Guate-
mala take place without the safeguards and requirements called for in the Convention.98
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The U.S. government has stated that objecting or not objecting under Article 44(3) of
the Convention to Guatemala’s accession is an issue the United States will deal with “when
the time comes.”99 The State Department emphasizes its hope that Guatemala will find a
way to implement the Convention “so that adoptions between the U.S. and Guatemala,
once we [the U.S.] ratify, will be done within the Hague framework.”100 If the United States
objects to Guatemala’s accession to the Convention and discontinues adoptions, in combi-
nation with those who have already objected, the total effect would be disastrous for the
Guatemalan children who are in need of homes. A specific compromise is necessary
between the United States and Guatemala so that Guatemala can be allowed more time to
bring their practices into line with the Hague Convention before and after the United States
enters the Convention into force in mid 2007.

IV. WHY AND HOW A STRUCTURED PROGRAM DIRECTED BY THE 
UNITED STATES TOWARD GUATEMALA BASED ON THE INCENTIVE 

OF CONTINUING ADOPTIONS WITH THE UNITED STATES 
SHOULD BE ESTABLISHED

A. PROPOSAL FOR COMPROMISE BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND 
GUATEMALA

Instead of completely barring intercountry adoptions with Guatemala in mid 2007 when
the United States enters the Hague Convention into force, the U.S. government needs to
create a structured plan with Guatemala to ensure the continuation of intercountry adop-
tions between the two countries. The thousands of future Guatemalan children who will be
born in a county that cannot provide a home for them deserve the same chances of being
adopted by an American family as Guatemalan children have been given in the past. This
Note is not proposing a complete exception in the IAA to the enforcement of the Hague
Convention by the United States toward Guatemala.101 Rather, it is advocating for a structured
compromise between the two countries to allow Guatemala more time to implement Hague-
consistent legislation and reform its adoption practices while continuing adoptions once the
United States has entered the Convention into force.102

This Note is advocating for five specific directives in order for the United States to have
the most beneficial adoption relations possible with Guatemala before and after the United
States enters the Hague Convention into force in mid 2007. First, all American agencies
and persons providing adoption services between the United States and Guatemala should
seek accreditation as specified in the IAA and the State Department’s Final Rule, because
Guatemala is considered a Hague country in the international context by the United States.103

This will ensure that all agencies and persons working with the Guatemalan adoption
community will be authorized to do so under the Convention’s guidelines.104 Second, the
United States should not object under Article 44(3) of the Convention to Guatemala’s
accession, as other countries have already done, in order for the recognition of adoptions
between the United States and Guatemala to be permissible and possible under the
Convention.105 Third, the United States should establish a temporary and structured plan
under which the Guatemalan adoption community and legislature will work with U.S.
authorities to assist Guatemala in bringing its adoption practices into line with the Hague
Convention. Fourth, the U.S. government should take advantage of the existing statutory
language that permits it to authorize the third directive so that adoptions will not discontinue
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once the United States enters the Convention into force. Finally, once Guatemala has com-
pleted implementation of the Convention and is practicing Hague-consistent adoption
procedures, the United States should abandon this proposed temporary plan and deal with
Guatemala as a fully operational Hague Country according to Hague protocol. This proposal
is contingent upon Guatemala working toward Hague-consistent legislation and building
the infrastructure necessary within its adoption community to uphold the Convention’s
directives regarding intercountry adoption.

As to the third directive, the United States must have an active role in instituting legitim-
ate and lawful adoption relations with Guatemala and in aiding the country with its efforts
to reform its adoption system. A temporary and structured framework should be established
whereby Guatemala will pursue adoption reform according to the Hague Convention with
the U.S. State Department and Guatemalan and American adoption experts operating as a
unified oversight body to ensure Guatemala’s compliance. This oversight body would assure
that the substantive goals of the Convention, such as prohibitions against baby selling,
would be a priority for the American agencies operating within Guatemala and the Guate-
malan adoption community. It would strengthen and build up Guatemala’s Central Authority
and assist it in becoming the accrediting entity that is required under the Hague Conven-
tion.106 This is essential so that the notarios and baby brokers of Guatemala will be inter-
nally punished for, and forbidden from participating in, their illegal methods of obtaining
babies and placing them with prospective parents from other countries. The oversight body
would also advise the authorities creating the Hague-consistent legislation within the
Guatemalan government to ensure their compliance with the Hague Convention.

The oversight body this Note advocates the creation of should include U.S. State Depart-
ment officials,107 representatives from accredited American adoption agencies who operate
in Guatemala, and Guatemalan professionals who currently engage in lawful adoption pro-
cedures. This would ensure communication between all interested parties and allow trust
on both the American and Guatemalan sides to form to the benefit of the proposal. There
should be certain benchmarks of reform and a detailed timeline which Guatemala must
comply with in order for the compromise of continuing adoptions between the two coun-
tries to remain intact. Examples of benchmarks and goals that must be accomplished by a
predetermined date include penalizing the baby sellers and thereby eradicating the baby
selling market, identifying and accrediting those ASPs within Guatemala who are willing
and able to conduct intercountry adoptions according to the Hague Convention’s standards,
and establishing the Guatemalan Central Authority as the ultimate entity of power for inter-
country adoptions with appropriate resources and contacts with the Guatemalan govern-
ment. After analyzing Guatemala’s current situation, the oversight body would also have to
decide how long it will give Guatemala to reform its adoption practices before the com-
promise to continue adoptions is revoked.108

The oversight body would have to be funded by the U.S. State Department or a founda-
tion could be established dedicated to its purpose and goals. It would have to meet at least
on a monthly basis in the beginning and perhaps less often once Guatemala starts to make
progress in reforming its adoption procedures. Guatemala’s incentive to participate in such
a program and motivation to adhere to it will be the opportunity to maintain the long
tradition it has had of performing intercountry adoptions with the United States. The
motivation for the United States to establish and maintain such a program is to pursue the
best interests of the child, which the U.S. State Department claims to be its ultimate goal.109

Also, it would enable U.S. citizens to continue adopting Guatemalan children on improved
legal and ethical terms over time. To completely eliminate adoptions between the United
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States and Guatemala, as is threatened by the U.S. State Department, instead of engaging
in negotiation toward a viable solution would needlessly disadvantage children in need of
homes for political reasons.110 Once Guatemala has fully instituted Hague-consistent legis-
lation and practices, the agreement under Article 39(2) of the Convention should be termi-
nated and the United States could complete intercountry adoptions with Guatemala as they
do with all other countries that have entered the Hague Convention into force.111

B. TEXTUAL SOURCES OF AUTHORITY FOR PROPOSAL

The two most significant sources of authority for this proposal come from the statutory
language of the Hague Convention and the IAA.112 Article 39(2) of the Hague Convention
states:

Any Contracting State may enter into agreements with one or more other Contracting States, with
a view to improving the application of the Convention in their mutual relations. These agreements
may derogate only from the provisions of Articles 14 to 16 and 18 to 21. The States which have
concluded such an agreement shall transmit a copy to the depositary of the Convention.113

Taken on its face, this language indicates that member countries of the Hague Conven-
tion can create arrangements with other member countries that may deviate from certain
provisions of the Hague Convention in order to develop a more beneficial adoption rela-
tionship.114 This allowance in the Convention directly applies to the current situation
between the United States and Guatemala. In order for the Hague Convention and its direct-
ives to be effective between the two countries, Guatemala needs more time to implement
Hague-consistent adoption practices. The United States and Guatemala should still adhere
to the Convention’s most important guidelines but can create an alternative arrangement
while implementation is effectuated.115

For purposes of this Note’s proposal, only Article 14 needs to be adjusted, as is permitted
in Article 39(2), in order to give the United States and Guatemala authority under the
Hague Convention to create an alternative arrangement regarding intercountry adoption.116

Article 14 of the Convention is a procedural requirement that states that individuals in a
Convention country who want to adopt a child from another Convention country must
apply to the Central Authority in their country of residence.117 Article 41 of the Convention
goes on to declare that the Hague Convention will apply to only those situations where an
application pursuant to Article 14 has been received.118 However, Article 14 can be altered
for the purposes of the United States and Guatemala’s agreement so that the Convention
will not be the sole source of regulation in intercountry adoptions between the two coun-
tries. Instead of prospective parents applying to the Central Authority in the United States,
as is stated in Article 14 (accredited agencies and by extension the U.S. State Department),
they can be authorized to apply to the oversight body this Note advocates the creation of
to ensure Guatemala’s compliance with implementation of the Convention.119 Therefore,
under Article 41, the Convention would not apply because the prospective parents did not
apply to their Central Authority as is directed by Article 14.120 This would permit the United
States to continue adoptions with Guatemala under the Convention after it has entered the
Convention into force even if Guatemala has not finished implementation. Once the oversight
body determines that Guatemala’s Central Authority is ready to assume this responsibility,
it can start processing intercountry adoption applications and prospective American parents can
apply to the accredited agencies in the United States as is required by the Hague Convention.
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The second source of authority for an agreement between the United States and Guate-
mala is in Title V, § 502(b)(1) of the IAA. This is a Waiver Authority which states:

In general—notwithstanding any other provisions of this Act, to the extent consistent with the
[Hague] Convention, the Secretary [of State] may, on a case-by-case basis, waive applicable
requirements of this Act or regulations issued under this Act, in the interests of justice or to
prevent grave physical harm to the child.121

Therefore, it is within U.S. domestic legislation to permit an alternative arrangement for
adoptions between the United States and Guatemala because it is in the best interests of
justice to provide homes for Guatemalan children. Thousands of Guatemalan children will
be left homeless or in unsuitable home environments and subject to “grave physical harm”
if intercountry adoptions with the United States are banned.122 The requirements in the IAA
that should be waived with regard to Guatemala are those provisions dealing with the tech-
nical aspects of intercountry adoption such as what authorities should be dealt with and
whether or not they are required to be accredited.

The core principles of the Hague Convention were incorporated and implemented into
American legislation through the IAA.123 Certain duties of the sending and receiving coun-
tries of internationally adopted children under the Hague Convention and the IAA cannot
be waived as they are vital to the successful and beneficial progression of intercountry
adoptions in the scheme of international law.124 These obligations include prohibitions
against the trafficking, kidnapping, and selling of babies for intercountry adoption.125 Gua-
temala has issues with compensating birth mothers for their children with cash payments
and it is essential that any agreement between the United States and Guatemala rectify this
situation before further plans can be made to continue adoptions. It is a violation of the
child’s and the mother’s basic human rights to buy and sell a child as if he or she is a com-
modity in the international marketplace.126 Also, certain fundamental provisions in the
Hague Convention and IAA which must not be relinquished in any agreement between the
United States and Guatemala are the responsibilities that must be fulfilled by the sending
and receiving countries during an intercountry adoption.127 These responsibilities include
determining that the child is adoptable, that intercountry adoption is within the child’s best
interests, that consent for the child to be adopted has been freely given and not induced by
payment, and that the prospective parents are legally eligible to adopt.128

This Note is advocating that only certain provisions and requirements in the Hague Conven-
tion and the IAA can be altered or waived. Those specific provisions deal with the technical
aspects of an adoption such as who is providing the services and whether that agency or indi-
vidual is accredited or approved to provide such a service.129 As long as an ASP in Guatemala
has testified and proven by affirmative acts and a clean background to the oversight body that
it is committed to the goals and directives of the Hague Convention, it should be permitted
to provide adoption services with the United States.130 However, if it is shown that an ASP
obtains children for intercountry adoption from baby brokers and condones the practice of
buying children, then that ASP should be forbidden from providing adoption services.

C. PREVIOUS EXAMPLES OF INTERCOUNTRY ADOPTION CLOSURE

In the early 1990s, the Romanian government severely limited and then banned inter-
country adoptions to relieve the accusations of baby trafficking.131 This greatly increased
the number of children placed in inadequate institutions and living on the streets.132 The
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European Union conditioned Romania’s acceptance to the Union on its need to reform its
adoption system and the 2001 Draft Report on Romania’s acceptance status stated the
following conditions for Romanian children in orphanages: “Evidence shows that in many
cases institutionalized children of all ages are submitted to continuous physical and psy-
chological cruelty, daily beatings and assaults, food deprivation leading, in some cases, to
starvation, and sexual abuse.”133

Cambodia is a slightly different situation from Romania in that the U.S. government’s
immigration authorities imposed a moratorium on Cambodian adoptions in December 2001,
which was still in effect as of the summer of 2007, due to allegations of children being
abducted for purposes of intercountry adoptions to the United States.134 Between 1997 and
2001, there were over 1,200 children adopted in the United States from Cambodia and once
intercountry adoption was banned by the United States, those children eligible for inter-
country adoption suffered.135 The U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement Office con-
ducted investigations into the Cambodian adoption network and the conditions of the
orphanages where homeless children lived were devastating: “Infants were lying in rusty
cribs and hammocks covered in feces, the babies were often naked and filthy, and torn
screens exposed the children to insects that could carry malaria. The dwellings were hot,
stuffy, and smelled of human excrement . . . unfit even for animals.”136

As evidenced by Romania, Cambodia, and many other countries, there is a strong trend
for a country’s conditions for its orphaned children to sharply decline and disintegrate once
its intercountry adoption borders are closed.137 Guatemala’s present conditions for its
orphaned children are not as destitute as those in Romania and Cambodia but there is a high
likelihood that they could spiral into that if intercountry adoptions with the United States
are banned and increased numbers of Guatemalan children remain in the country.138

V. CONCLUSION

Authority exists in domestic and international law for the United States to craft an agree-
ment with Guatemala that would permit the continuation of intercountry adoptions. The
Hague Convention and IAA specifically contain provisions that pertain to Guatemala’s
situation. The United States must take advantage of that statutory language and not ban the
adoption of Guatemalan children when it enters the Hague Convention into force in 2007.
Once Guatemala has passed Convention-implementing legislation and practices Hague-
consistent adoption procedures, the temporary agreement can be abandoned and the United
States can conduct adoptions with Guatemala as they would any other country that has
entered the Convention into force. However, for the immediate future, an alternative solu-
tion is necessary for the thousands of Guatemalan children who can be provided homes in
the United States.
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